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Optimum Soft Decision Decoding With Graceful Degradation* 
G. ROBERT REDINBO 
Electrical and Systems Engineering Department, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 
Troy, New York 12181 
We demonstrate that the complex decision variables eminating directly 
from the channel receiver may be efficiently used for optimum decoding. The 
data is protected by a linear block designed for the minimum mean-square 
error between the numerical representations of the input and output words. 
This criterion affords a natural graceful degradation property in the sense 
that if the channel noise randomly exceeds the performance capabilities of 
the code, any decoding errors are confined to the least significant positions. 
The channel model is described by a conditional probability density function 
which obeys a realistic additive assumption. 
A general optimum design procedure for selecting the encoding and decoding 
rules is presented. It involves the use of generalized Fourier transform co- 
efficients of the channel density function. We examine the structure of the 
decoder and emphasize the special case where the channel is memoryless. In 
that case the optimum decoder uses a state space mechanization resembling the 
Viterbi decoder. Practical examples of coherent phase and frequency digital 
modulation formats are discussed. The general results are further extended to 
the situation where optimum symbol-by-symbol ru es are employed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The decision variables at the receiver output in a communication systems 
can be used directly by error-correcting decoders to enhance their performance 
(Wozencraft and Jacobs, 1965; Spilker, 1977). Techniques for using such 
receiver variables in certain block decoders are available (Wolf, 1978; Hartmann 
and Rudolph, 1976). We show that soft decision decoding of block codes 
designed on a mean-square error basis is a straightforward matter. The mean- 
square criterion provides a graceful degradation i the decoded ata when ran- 
dom channel noise temporarily exceeds the performance l vel of the code. 
The minimum probability of word or bit error has been the criterion pre- 
dominant in most previous code designs. However there are many digital 
systems where the data have an intrinsic ordering among the component 
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positions. Thus if the channel momentarily degrades in relabiiity, errors can 
be introduced in the decoded output. Usually no attempt is made to confine 
them to the least important data positions even though it is possible to detect 
such overload occurrences. The term graceful degradation is used to imply that 
any temporary overload errors are reduced to the smallest size possible in the 
decoded output. Graceful degradation is an attractive goal in practical systems 
but few techniques for guaranteeing it are available. 
The input and output data words are assigned a numerical value as if they 
were expanded in a positional number system. The numerical difference 
between these two numbers for each data transmission is a measure of the error. 
The mean-square error criterion possesses a natural weighting which keeps 
errors confined to the least significant positions in the representation. 
An early interest in mean-square rror coding was demonstrated by 
(Mitryayev, 1963). In two papers (Clark and Totty, 1966; Totty, 1969) reported 
discouraging results when coset decoding was designed using this criterion. 
Harmonic analysis was shown to be a powerful design tool for determining 
coset decoding systems (Crimmins, et. al., 1969; Crimmins and Horwitz, 1970). 
(Apple and Wintz, 1970) computed the performance of PCM systems which 
included amean-square error coded system. We introduced the conditional mean 
as the proper decoding rule and demonstrated that significant coding gain was 
possible (Wolf and Redinbo, 1974; Redinbo, 1976). Analogous concepts have 
appeared recently for numerical process control systems (Tsuruoka, 1976), 
and previous work has been extended (Crimmins, 1976). A new generalization 
of the quadratic approach as been presented (Dunning and Robbins, 1978). 
We give in the following section the basic channel model and the necessary 
notation for expressing the overall mean-square error. The channel is described 
by a conditional probability density function whose arguments include the 
complex variables produced in the receiver. The channel is assumed to obey a 
realistic additive property. The mean-square rror expression involves the 
generalized Fourier transform coefficients of the encoding rule as well as those 
of the channel conditional density function. 
In the next section we develop the optimum mean-square error encoding and 
decoding rules. The optimum encoding rule can be chosen to be linear while 
the optimum decoder implements a conditional mean estimator. These theore- 
tical results are stated in a theorem. We also consider the case where the channel 
model is defined over a larger space and study the corresponding transform 
coefficients in a wider frequency domain. 
We specialize the general theory to memoryless channels in a separate section. 
The optimum decoder for such channels has a Viterbi-type structure (Wolf, 
1978). We demonstrate hat popular coherent phase and frequency shift modu- 
lation formats employed over an additive white Gaussian channel satisfy our 
general additive assumption. Formulas for the transform coefficients associated 
with these channels are presented. We outline in the final section the results for 
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optimum bit-by-bit rules based upon the mean-square criterion applied to 
individual data positions. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The receiver in a communication system is generally capable of providing 
the actual values on which a detection decision is based. We will consider the 
use of linear block codes over a channel with such capabilities. The channel 
decoder will use these detector outputs directly in providing error-correction. 
However the method by which the detection statistics are determined in receiver 
is outside the purview of this paper and we will assume that its exact design 
is fixed by other considerations. 
a I CONDiTIOnAL i 
I 
s = {O,I,.,,K-X} G 




FIC. 1. System model. K = q*, q =- p~. 
The system model which we will use is shown in Fig. 1. The data source 
produces k-tuples of digits from a finite field GF(q), q = p', p a prime, and ~- 
the degree of the extension. The relative importance of individual digits is reflec- 
ted by the representation of the k-tuple in the source set S ~ {0, l,..., qTe _ 1} 
where the input data word is related to the integers in S by: 
k- -1  
(So, sl ,..., s~_,) ~ s = ~ s~qi; q = p ' .  
i=0  
k source digits Source representation 
The block encoder maps the k information digits into an n-tuple of finite field 
elements which represents the code word that is transmitted over the 
communications channel. The linear code has rate k/n. The actual channel is 
modeled as a probabilistic transformation from a code word to an n-tuple of 
complex numbers denoted by r. This transformation is described by the con- 
ditional density function f(r/g) which is related to the probability measure of 
the receiver producing the complex vector r given that the code word g e G 
was sent. We will impose a minor realistic additive assumption on this density 
function shortly. 
The decoder estimates the input integer from S which was actually trans- 
mitted. The criterion which is used to direct this decision is the mean-square 
error between the input integer s and an output real number p. 
E{[~ - -  M ~} 
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I t  has been shown previously that by rounding the optimum real number esti- 
mate t~ to the nearest integer the optimum integer estimate to the true s is 
obtained (Wolf and Redinbo, 1974). Hence, optimal decoding into the real 
numbers is sufficient for the optimal selection of an element in S. 
We will assume that the code G is used in a unique manner and therefore 
the encoding function/3 has a well-defined inverse. 
/3-~ : G-~ S 
One of the goals of our analysis is to determine the optimum encoding rule. 
Note the only constraint imposed is that it be one-to-one. The decoder is 
represented by a function V which maps the collection of receiver values into 
a real number. 
7: C~ -+ R; C is complex numbers 
R is real numbers 
The overall mean-square error for an encoding rule/3 and decoding rule 7 will 
be written as: 
e2(/3, 7) = E{[fi-~(g) --  7(r)12) - (1) 
For each fixed encoding rule/3 the optimum decoding can be determined easily 
as the conditional mean, t(r). 
;~(r) = E(fi-1(g)/r) (2) 
Thus one component of the optimal pair of rules that we seek must be the con- 
ditional mean. Simple manipulations yield the mean-square error for an encoding 
rule/3 coupled with the proper conditional mean. 
e2(/3, t) = E{[/3-1(g)] ~} -- E{E2(/3-~(g)/r)} (3) 
We will see that this problem is more easily analyzed by expressing the mean- 
square error in a different domain. Thus we introduce generalized Fourier 
transforms. Herein we give only the minimum notation and definitions necessary 
to incorporate the appropriate frequency domain. More details are available 
from many equally good sources; we cite our previous papers as starting points 
(Redinbo and Wolf, 1974; Redinbo, 1976). 
V* . . . .  Character group of V where V is an n-dimensional 
vector space over GF(q). 
G* . . . .  Character group of G where G is the code, 
a subspace of V. 
A* . . . .  Annihilator of G. (A* is a subgroup of V*) 
G* -~ V* /A*  isomorphic groups 
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The forward and inverse transforms defined on G* and G respectively are given 
by: 
b(x ) = ~ fi-l(g)x(g); xcG* 
e~ ~ denotes conjugation, (4) 
fi-lig ) -- K x ~. b(x)x(g); geG 
~v* K - -qk .  (5) 
Similar definitions apply for the frequency domain V*. We will consistently 
reserve X0 for the identity character in all domains. 
We assume that the input data is equiprobable and consequently the code 
words are used with equal probabilities. 
P(s) - P(g) = K- l ;  $ ~ S ,  g @ G,  K = ql~ (6 )  
This may be relaxed by modifying the assignment of the conditional density 
function which describes the channel. It is a straightforward matter to develop 
the first term on the right of Eq: (3) using Parseval's relationship (Bachman, 
1964) and the fact that the transform coefficients b(x ) obey the identity: 
b(~) = b(x); x c G*, 
e{[fl-~(g)] '}= K-'  ~, J b(x)]'. 
x~G* 
(7) 
The second term for the mean-square error may be expressed as: 
E{E2(#-lig)/r)} = , f i r )  5-1(g) P(g/r) dr (8) 
A mixed type of Bayes' rule relates the marginal density of the output complex 
vector r, f i r) ,  and the conditional probability Pig~r) to the conditional density 
which describes the aggregate of the channel effects (Papoulis, 1965). 
P(g / ' r )  = f ( r /g )  . Kf ( r )  ' g e G, r e C"  (9) 
We next introduce the transform coefficients of fl-l(g), Eq. (4), to arrive at an 
expanded form of Eq. i8). 
U{U2{/~--lig)/l')}--- K-3 fcn [Lfil*/d)] -1 
× I~ E f(r/g)f(r/k) ~ ~ bix)b(~)xig)~(h)l dr (10) 
g~C ~lEG X~G* ¢Y~dG* 
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The conjugation of the real functionf(r/h) will be used at a later step; certainly 
its effect is null at this point. We identify the integral in Eq. (10) by L 
Many channels atisfy an additive property and further simplification results 
by incorporating the following realistic assumptions. We will see that such 
channels exist in abundance. We assume that there is an operation from the 
product C ~ × C a into C ~, which we denote by ~-, and a set of complex vectors 
r a affiliated with every a a G such that 
f ( r /g )=f ( r~- ra~g+a) ;  rcC  ~, g~G. (11) 
This @ operation eed not truly be an additive one even though the notation 
may suggest hat. We also assume that the measure of the translated groups, 
(C a @ ra), remains the same for all a~ G. We incorporate these assumptions in
Eq. (10) by considering the integral Ia .  
× X ~ b(x) b(e) x(g) e(h) 1 a,.; a ~ C (12) 
xeG* oEG* 
But this is identically the original integral [ in Eq, (10) because of the assumption 
concerning the translation invariance of the measure. 
I = K-1 Z zo (13) 
aeG 
The moment of interest hen may be rewritten as: 
E{E~(13-1(g)/r)} = K-"  f(r/d) f(r/g -- a) 
C n a~t7 d~G 6'~G h~G 
× y(r/h -- a) ~ ~ b(X ) b(e) x(g) 8(h)} dr. (14) 
x~G* ~r~G* 
We have employed the obvious consequence ofEq. (11). 
f ( r  ~- r./g) = f(r/g -- a); g ~ G, r ~ C ~ (15) 
A change of variables in the summations permits an alternate xpression for 
Eq. (8). 
q r:( E{E~(fi-'(g)/r)} = K-" fc [~  f(r/d r/g)f(r/h) 
n d~G ff~G h~G 
× ~ F, b(x) b(,~) x(g) ~(h) Z ×'~(a) t a,, (16) 
X~G* a~G* aEG 
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The orthogonality relationships among group characters collapse this equation to: 
E{EZ(fi-~(g)/r)} - K-a ;c" [fr(X°)]-~ ~a* ~ J b(x)12 ]J~(X)12 dr. (17) 
We have introduced a transform of the channel conditional density function 
over the group G*. 
£(X) = Y, f(r/g) ~g-); X ~ G* (18) 
ffeG 
We consolidate these results with those in Eqs. (3) and (7) to obtain the overall 
mean-square error. 
x~G* f~Xo) ) 
The encoding rule fi dictates the transform coefficients b(x ) while the channel 
is solely responsible for the integral term. We dramatize this separation by 
introducing the following definition. 
ae(x ) = K-1 fo. 10er(x)l dr (20) 
OPTIMUM ENCODING AND DECODING RULES 
We wish to minimize the expression ¢2(fl, A) by the proper selection of the 
encoding and decoding rules. The MSE expression, Eq. (19), indicates a 
judicious choice of the encoding rule fi may optimize the overall error. We 
investigate the procedure for optimization under the single constraint hat fi 
be a one-to-one rule. 
First we collect several properties of the function 17V(X ). They will be the 
key to the desired procedure. 
KV(x°) = 1£-1 f Z f(r/g) dr = 1 
~C n g~G 
(21) 
The inverse transform of IYV(X ) which we denote by w(g) may be written as: 
w(g) -~ K -2 fc,, {~ lfr(x)12 g(g)l dr; g e G. (22) 
However the inner sum may be expanded in the following fashion. 
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If'~(X)J 2 x(g) = ~ ~, f(r/d)f(r/h) ~ x(h -t- g - -  d) 





= K ~ f(r/h + g)f(r/h); 
heG 
This leads to the following form of Eq. (22). 
w(g) = K -1 fc ~h~a f(r/h + g)f(r/h) dr; g ~ G (24) 
" /,(Xo) 
We note that w(g) is real and nonnegative. We need this fact to present a chain 
of inequalities and equalities that provide a bound on VV(X ). 
I lg(x)l ~< ~ I w(g)l = ~ w(g) = W(Xo) (25) 
ff~G g~G 
Since G is a vector subspace over GF(q), the scaling of a character by an 
element of the prime subfield can be reflected to the space G. 
x~(g)=x(eg); xeG*, aeGF(p) (26) 
We examine the corresponding equation for I?V(X~ ). 
12V(x~) = Z x°(g) w(g) = Z X(h) w(a-lh); a e GF(p) (27) 
g~G hEG 
In turn the scaling of the argument of w(g) has the following interpretation. 
w(a-~h) =K- i f  [f,(Xo)] -~ ~ f(r/g @a-~h)f(r/g)dr; heG, ~eGF(p) "c " g~° (28) 
We change variables by substituting e-ad for g where d ~ G. 
w(a-lh) = g-1 ( [fr(Xo)] -1 2 f(r/~r-l( d @ h))f(r/a-ld) dr. (29) 
~c n deG 
However the mapping defined on G by a:lg is an automorphism and we con- 
clude that: 
w(a-lh) = K -1 f [fr(xo)] -1 ~ f(r/c + h) f(r/c) dr = w(h). (30) 
"c n C~G 
Thus we have demonstrated the equality, 
W(X ~) = ~(X); X ~ G*, a ~ GF(p). (31) 
Now that we have the properties embodied in Eqs. (31) and (24) and inequality 
(25), we invoke the proof used in the hard decision case covered by a previous 
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t 
article (Redinbo, 1976). The complete proof contained in the appendix is valid 
mutatis mutandis. It starts with the paragraph containing Eq. (A.4) and ends 
with the paragraph surrounding Eq. (A.37) and the only modification is to replace 
the integer there with the extension degree r which we are using here. We are 
able to state the following theorem for easy reference. 
THEOREM. There are k characters which form a group direct product &com- 
position of G* 
~(i-1)~-+z ; == l, 2,..., k; d = 1, 2,..., r 
chosen by the sequential requirement 
l/g(4j) >~ IP(X ) for all X ~ [¢~, ~2 ,..., 4J-a] J = 1, 2 ..... kr (32) 
that in turn specify an encoding rule given by 
k 
fiq(g) =_ ~ ~ p.(k-i,p?-e [2~ arg{~(,_x)?+,(g)}]; 
i=1 d=l 
g~G (33) 
and a decoding rule stated as 
2 )~(Xo) )' '= d:l 
r ff C n, W ~ e 2~(-I)I/2/~ 
such that 
(34) 
,~(,8, a) ~< e(~, y) (35) 
for all 1 -- 1 encoding rules ~ and all real decoding rules y. The minimum ean-square 
error is 
K~(p 2 kr 
12 1)_] 2 P-2J[ 1 -- W(4J)]" (36) 
L j= l  
The square bracket notation in inequality (32) signifies the smallest subgroup of 
G* generated by the characters 4h, q~ .... , (~i-a. The argument function used in 
the eneoder Eq. (33) is defined as the principal argument function yielding the 
positive angle of the complex number in radians. 
The encoding rule fl whose inverse appears in Eq. (33) is a linear rule when 
a p-adic componentwise additive operation is imbued to the set S (Redinbo, 
1976). We do not claim that the optimal pair of rules,/3 and t, as given in the 
theorem is unique. However it is important that when the only constraint on 
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the encoding rule was that it be invertible, a linear rule for one of the optimal 
choices till emerged. Equation (33) can be recast easily in a matrix form for 
implementation. The optimum decoding rule presented in Eq. (34)depends 
directly on the channel description through the conditional density functions 
in Eq. (18). We note that only k~- transforms appear in this representation as 
opposed to the total K possible. 
When an extraordinary level of disturbance occurs on the channel, as may 
happen generally with finite but small probability, the decoder may not be able 
to insure correct decoding temporarily. It is easy to see by close examination 
of the proof of this theorem that the errors introduced uring this overload 
situation must be confined to the lowest level digits in the decoded ata. This 
natural graceful degradation does not exist in the usual coded systems designed 
on the basis of minimum probability of word or symbol error. In fact it is not 
possible to predict any confinement region within the decoded word for the 
uncorrected errors under these circumstances. Graceful degradation is a much 
discussed goal in practical systems but heretofore f w results even in the hard 
decision case have been published (Kilgus and Gore, 1972; Masnick and Wolf, 
1967; Gore and Kilgus, 1971; Dunning and Robbins, 1978; Tsuruoka, 1976). 
In many practical circumstances the n channel uses which convey the code 
word g through the channel may be placed in a larger vector space V, all n-tuples 
over GF(q). The probabilistic description of the channel is given then in terms 
of the conditional density functions f(r/v), v e U. We introduce a transform 
over V*. 
P,(O) = ~ f ( r /v )  0(v); 0 ~ V* (37) 
v~V 
However to be useful in mechanizing the decoder we need the transform 
f,(X), X ~ G*. The inverse transform offi'~(0) is also defined on G, a subspaee of V. 
f(r/v) = N -1 Z /7,(0) 0(v); v e V, N = q'~ (38) 
0~ V* 
We may incorporate this in fr(X ) as defined in Eq. (18). 
:;(x) = z IN lZ  
9~ G Oe V* 
X e G* (39) 
The annihilator of G, A*, enters through the basic identity: 
fK; 0 = X~, ~A*  
o~a ~ xo(g) I O; otherwise 
X e G*, 0 ~ V*. (40) 
The annihilator subgroup A* is isomorphic with the dual code to G. This simpli- 
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fication provides a useful expression which may be inserted in the decoder 
t~q. (34). 
K 
/,(X) = ~ Y', /~',(XC~); X d G* (41) 
cxEA* 
r l 
i=1 {=1 m=l  t Zv~A* Fr (v )  
r ~ C ~ (42) 
We will find this last equation helpful in treating the case of memoryless channels. 
MEMORYLESS CHANNELS 
We concentrate on memoryless oft decision channels. We assume that the 
conditional density function governing the complex vector representing the 
receiver outputs r given that the n-tuple v ~ V was presented at the channel 
input possesses a memoryless property. 
il 
S(r/~) --- l-I f,(r,;~D; r = (r l ,  r~ ,..., ~)  
i=1 v = (vl,  v 2 ,..., v~) (43) 
The transform quantity fi'~(0) necessary for implementing the decoder according 
to Eq. (42) is developed from: 
p,(o) = f l  [ (44) 
i=1 vi~GF(q) 
The character 0 is well-defined on the component v i viewed as an element of V. 
This identification will be made throughout the remainder of the paper and we 
make the following definition for future reference. 
P,,(o)~ = ~ f~(rU~D e(vD; e ~ v*  
~,~a~(q) i = 1, 2 ..... n (45) 
The transform components which appear in Eq. (42) become: 
n 
xO,(~a) = iV[ x~,.,(4~), ; ~ ~ a* ,  a ~ A* (46) 
i=1 
This may be written as a sum if we introduce a logarithm. 
lnP,(4~ ) = ~ ln{P,,(~),}; 4 e a* ,  ~ c A* (47) 
i=l 
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The decoder equation may be restated in the following form: 
= A <>'E,-  
7=1 d'=l tm=l  
× . . . .  ~A*  exp{~j=r lnFo(qS(~-l)~+ee~)~}_ . (48) 
I_ E~A* exp{Y,£1 In fi'r.(V),} 2) 
As each new component of the receiver output is determined we sequentially 
update the summations in Eq. (47) for each of the (N/K) elements in A*. 
This is necessary for each of the (kr @ 1) characters which define )t(r). 
Mth partial sum t m 
for state ~ ) = ~ In{_#~,(~c~)i}; ~ ~ A* 
i~ ¢ e G* 
l <~ M <~ n 
After the reception of the last component of the transmitted code word, the 
(kr q- 1) (N/K) states are combined according to Eq. (48). There is an obvious 
similarity to the Viterbi-type decoder (McEliece, 1977) and the Wolf decoder 
(Wolf, 1978). 
We begin specializing the general results accumulated so far. Our basic 
framework will involve Gaussian-noise disturbances. Employing complex 
envelop representation it can be shown that the conditional density function 
which describes the channel for an additive white Gausslan situation is given by: 
(Sakrison, 1970) 
1~ ,-:/2 l I~ I f(r lv) = (1- [ 2~mi' ) exp ~ I r~-  s,. 
~=1 --~=1 2ak2 ' 
r=( r l , r2  .... ,rn); r i~C,  
s~ = (sl~, s~ ,..., sn~); s~ ~ C. (49) 
We have allowed individual variances to account for the possibility where 
different components are carried by separate paths such as in either space or 
frequency diversity systems. Specifically we assume that the components of 
each transmitted code word is given by s~ : 
sv = (d°lL d°% .... d °~v) ~ v ~ V. (50) 
Each angle 0iv is one of m equispaced angles of the form 
some k = O, 1,..., m --  1, 
O o a reference angle. 
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The additive operation f- which maps from the product space (C n × C n) 
to C ~ is defined as follows: 
r + r~ = r ~ sa = (r id °1°, r2eJ°°%..., r,eJ°"~); a ~ V. (51) 
We also note an equivalence between the vector addition (a q- v) and (sa @ s~) 
explicitly demonstrated by: 
N a ~ S v -~- (e j(01a+0lv), eJ(°~a+°2"),..., e ](Ona+Onv)) <---+ a @ v; a, 'u ~ r .  (52) 
The conditional density function f ( r  @ ra/v if- a) may be expressed as: 
f ( r  +r~, , /v+a)= 2~rcri~)-l/~exp --)=~' ~-g,-5 ; a,v~V 
= , (53)  
However the individual terms in the exponent may be reduced. 
j r jO~ __ eJ%~+ok~) }z = i r k __ eJO~ 12; k = l, 2,..., n (54) 
Clearly we have an extended version of the additive property originally invoked 
in Eq. (11). 
f ( r /v )  =f( r~- r , /v+a) ;  a ,v~V r~C ~ (55) 
In angle modulation systems if ~- distinct p-adic angles are assigned to each 
of the q code symbols, the overall channel model obeys the additive property 
when all vectors including r are considered as having ~-n components. Specifically 
we associate the complex vector Zi with the code symbol vi .  (Recall q ---- p'.) 
We will treat the p-adic case below; the generalization from GF(p)  to GF(q) 
is an obvious extension. Therefore without any loss of generality we may 
specify that each component of s~ is of the form 
sl~  = e~(2~/~)vk; v~ = 0, 1,...,p -- I, 
k = 1, 2,..., n. (56) 
The conditional density in Eq. (49) may be expanded. 
f i r~v) = F(r) exp -27 ; 
O'Te t 
F(r) Q=~i \-1/2 = 2~ok') exp I--~1 (- 
v ~ V r ~ C ~ (57) 
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There are many ways to concretely express the characters in V* (Zierler, 
1973; Redinbo, 1979). We choose a particularly simple one. The vector space 
V is group isomorphic with its character group V*. 
x(v) = l~I e(J("~/~)~"~); x ~ v* (59) 
V = (V l ,  "/3 2 . . . .  , Vn)  
; v~, Xz, e GF(p) (60) 
X=(Xl,X~. .... ,X~) 
The transform of central interest in Eq. (42) is P~(X). 
. _ . . _ . . - 1  i I Fr(X) = f'(r) E E "" Z f i  e-J(2#/~)~k"kexp t ~ -j ; X ~ V* 
~=o ~=o ~.=o k=l (61) 
The F(r) terms cancel in Eq. (42) and so we focus upon a typical term where 
we temporarily suppress the subscripts 
~-1 Re(re-~(z~/~)~,) ] ; ~(r) = ~ e -j(a~/~)a~ exp [ ae 
v~O 
¢ =0,1 , . . . ,p - - l ,  r~C 
~lex  p l_j[_~_¢ v Im( r )  . 27rv] Re(r) cos 2~-v 
~=o +--g~--sm P J + ~  -P  I" 
(62) 
The necessary transforms are easily evaluated for the even prime. 
L ~ J' ¢=0 
¢( r )=2t r igh  (~)1 ~2 J = (~sinh[  ~2 j ¢ ~ 1 [ Re(r) ]; r e C (63) 
We will use this implicit definition of the hyperbolic transcendental function 
trigh(~)(Z) in later equations and so we assign a formal definition 
trighlb)(Z ) = ~cosh Z; b • 0 
tsinh Z; b ~ 1 (64) 
The remaining cases for odd primes may be simplified to yield a shortened 
summation. This is very similar to the hyperbolic functions of order p (Erdelyi, 
1955). 
IRe(r) ] '~-l)/e I [Re(r) 2~k ]t ~(r) = exPt ~ 1 q-2 ~ exp[ - -~i - -cos  
k=l  )0 
( 2~¢k Ira(r) 2~rk ]
× cos ~ + -~- -  sin - i f - I ;  p odd prime (65) 
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The recombination of the individual terms provides the transforms in Eq. (61). 
i~,(X) = F(r) f l  {¢k(rk)}; X c V*, r ~ C n (66) 
k=l 
As we have seen, the binary case in white Gaussian oise has a simple form. 
In addition, binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and quadriphase shift keying 
(QPSK) are very popular digital modulation formats and the latter is imple- 
mented and analyzed easily employing quadrature BPSK systems (Spilker, 
1977). We investigate the binary case in further detail in the remainder of this 
section. The general case where two coherent waveforms of equal energy, 
E, are transmitted in additive white Gaussian oise (WGN) produces component 
conditional density functions as given below (Ziemer and Tranter, 1976). 
f¢(r<'g<) -- cr,(2w)l/2 exp -- r~_ " g, = 0, 1, i = 1, 2 , . ,  n 
2112~i ' (67) 
The normalized correlation coefficient between the two general waveforms is 
denoted by p. 
We define the special additive operation -~ by its componentwise action. 
The kth element of r~, a e V, is given by: 
rk~ = (--1)'~; an - 0, 1, k = 1, 2,..., n. 
Then the operation -~ is the componentwise multiplication used in Eq. (51). 
r~ ~- ( -1 )  <`~ - ~( -1 )~;  ~, ~ c ,  k = l, 2,..., n 
Reconsidering the component density functions in Eq. (67) we have: 
fk(r~ ; r,~aigk @ ak,) 
~_ r rk ( - l y  ~ - ( -1 )  ` '~  E(1 - p) exp 
t [ 
@ is rood 2 addition 
= (%(27r)'/2) -1exp I--(--l)2"~ [. rs~- (--1) gk E(1 -- p)1'1 
2112a~ 
= fk(rk/g~); "k ~ C. 
? 
(68) 
The squaring operation cancels the common term and we see that the additive 
property holds even for nonsymmetric signals in the binary case. 
The evaluation of the T?V(X ) functions necessary for the initial design phase 
prescribed by the theorem occupies our attention. The numerator in the kernel 
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of defining Eq. (20) can be expressed using the transform quantities from 
Eq. (37) through Eq. (41). 
I/r(X)l ~ = (2"-k) -= ~ ~ Fr(xa)f',(Xv); X ~ V*/A* (69) 
a~A* v~A* 
On the other hand, the denominator for the binary WGN case may be written 
using Eqs. (63) and (66): 
e~A* = ~ ; ¢ i=0,1 .  (70) 
We have dissected the n-tuple representation f ~ e A* into its individual com- 
ponents denoted generically by ~:i. However A* is a subgroup of V* and the 
representation f the identity character corresponds to all components being 
zero. We may rewrite Eq. (70) using the hyperbolic tangent function. 
fr(xo) = 2n/~(r) cosh (-£~-z ~ ]~I [tanh ( ri t]e'f (71) 
$" * i~ l  \ ~ i  2 I J  } 
We denote the respective components of c~ and 73 by ~i and fii so that the full 
expression for 1~()~) becomes: 
l?g(X) = 27¢ ~a* y' e~a*  ~e" F(r){]e Ii=l ['[(sech ~,2 r'i ]\~/trig h(e¢®xi) ~) 
cr~  * k=l (72) 
Clearly sophisticated numerical evaluation techniques can be applied to these 
integrals. Numerous uch definite and indefinite integrals involving hyperbolic 
trigonometric functions have been documented (Grobner and Hofreiter, 1961). 
These calculations are needed only in the design phase and do not complicate 
the actual mechanization f the decoder. We will not pursue the evaluation of 
these integrals any further; there are other considerations that we note below. 
On communication channels which operate with moderate to high signal-to- 
noise ratios (SNR) for each channel usage, i.e., the criz are small to very small, 
the F(r) factor in Eq. (58) dominates near the origin in R n and drops away 
very rapidly as we leave that neighborhood because of the exponetial dependency 
in r(r). 
cO' )  = 1I-[ exp (~ exp --  ~Ze=l ¢k~ } 
k /= l  J L j=I  
The individual hyperbolic tangent terms in the kernel's denominator in Eq. (71) 
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are much smaller than one in this region espcecially when several such terms 
are producted. We choose to approximate the summation in the denominator 
by one. 
2 f i  (tanh ~)ek  1 (73) 
~A* k=l  \ 0"/~ / 
We investigate the numerator products. These functions are of the form 
sech y(trigh(x®~ Y)(trigh(x®~) Y); X, oc, 8 = O, 1. 
The exact form for various combinations of superscripts are shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Exact Form for Product of Hyperbolic Functions 
00 01 10 l l  
0 I cosh y sinh y sinh y tanh y sing y 
X 
1 ] tanh y sinh y sinh y sinh y cosh y 
sech y (trigh(x® ~y) (trigh~x®~ ~ y)
We incorporate the approximation of Eq. (73) into Eq. (72). Since f'(r) is 
symmetric in each coordinate, the individual component integrals which involve 
sinh functions become zero. This means that the double summation collapses 
because only when ~ = fi does the kernel not contain a sinh term. Further 
notational consolidation is possible and we arrive at an approximate expression 
for 
] --1 
l~(x ) ~- 2~ li=I~ [(27r)1/2 a i exp [@ 2~-S)]  I ~e~A, fR~ lk=]~ exp\(--r~2~]2% ~ ]j 
trigh%®~)(r~/~2) ] t 
x [ cosh(r / k ) Jt (74) 
There are two types of integrals involved in this equation; it is easy to show that 
both exist. Nevertheless, the mean-square error in a coded system designed 
by using the values from this equation will perform with an overall error 
evaluated from Eq. (36) with the appropriate k characters inserted. This value 
may be only approximately minimum because of our assumption i  Eq. (73). 
643]4I/z-5 
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EXTENSION TO SYMBOL-BY-SYMBOL CODING 
There are practical situations in which certain groups of digits at the input 
to a data communication system have numerical values attached but at the 
same time the various groups possess no other relationships to each other. 
Furthermore it may be desirable to combine the individual groups so that 
error-correcting coding can be applied to the aggregate simultaneously preserving 
the numerical priority within each group. For example, in the linear prediction 
of speech, the important components in the significant coefficients are very 
sensitive to channel errors while other coefficients require little or no protection 
for satisfactory performance (Markel and Gray, 1976). The mean-square error 
criterion is a natural error measure in these cases (Redinbo, 1978). 
In a recent paper, we considered bit-by-bit rules that ordered the inputs 
to the individual mappings o as to maintain the desired protection precedences 
(Redinbo, 1979). The separate bit encoding rules handle each data stream 
regardless of the exact values on the other data lines. However the existence of 
the other streams, which also use part of the unambiguously assigned code 
words, does enter the design procedure. 
Optimum encoding and decoding rules for individual information digits 
can be determined by a direct extension of those previous results. Optimality 
is based upon the minimum mean-square error for separate digits. As might 
be expected, the optimum encoding rule is linear while the familiar conditional 
mean is the other member of the optima/pair. Also the optimum bit rules can 
be identified with suitably defined pieces of the rules we just developed in 
previous ections. Hence one channel coding design can be used with a variety 
of input sources ranging from a single k-digit source to a complex multiplexed 
stream containing several sources of varying rates. 
The bit encoding rules are denoted by fij. 
/3j: Q -,- G; Q = {0, 1,..., q - 1}, j = 1, 2,..., k (75) 
The corresponding decoding rules for the k information digits are designated 
as V3. 
~,; : C ~ --+ R; j ~ 1, 2,..., k (76) 
We are concerned with e individual mean-square errors. 
,~(~J,  rJ) = E{[~; l (g )  - -  rJ(r)]~}; j = l, 2,..., k (77) 
We again note that by rounding the optimum condkional mean decoding rule 
A~, the optimum estimate restricted to he set Q is obtained. The index on the 
rules signifies the relative importance of the k coordinates which are conveyed 
by the code. The fil, At rules are considered the highest priority with/3~, A 2 
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second, etc. We emphasize that the code is employed unambiguously; the 
aggregate of the encoding rules is one-to-one from k copies of Q onto G. 
The corresponding theorem for the optimum design of bit-by-bit rules 
selects groups of spanning characters from G* in blocks of , in succession. 
We outline the particulars for this procedure by describing the jth step in the 
sequence of k. Let Zj_  1 be the set of characters which have been selected up to 
this point. 
Zo - :  [Xo] (78) 
ZJ-1 -- [¢1, ¢2 ,-.., ¢(J-1),]; j = 1, 2,..., k 
Choose the next r characters, ¢0-1),+1 , ¢(J-a)~+2 ,..., ¢~, successively" asfoUows. 
~Y(¢(J-.~+~) > ~(x)  for all X ¢ [&- l ,  ¢(~-..+1, ¢~-1).+~ .... , ¢ (~- .~. -d ;  
i = 1,2,...,r j - -  1,2,...,k (79) 
The inverse of the optimum flh encoding rule is given by: 
p¢--i+1 
fi[a(g) = ~ ~ arg{¢o_x),+i(g)}; g ~ G, fi-fl(g) ~ Q. (80) 
i=1 
The optimum component decoding rule resembles the one in the theorem. 
aj(r) - (q - 1) P~-~ F~ [1 - W-~q -1 L(¢(;-1)~+~) 
2 ' / , (xo)  ; i=1 ~1'~=1 
reC  ~, W=eJ2~/~ (81) 
Finally the minimum mean-square component error is explicitly determined as: 
ez(fiJ ' )t') -- q2(p2 --1) l~l I 1  p-Z~[1 -- lYg(¢O_~)~+~)) ] ; j = 1, 2 , . ,  k (82) 
When appropriate, Eq. (41) provides a refinement in the transform coefficients 
appearing in the decoder equation. All previous developments carry over 
mutatis mutandis. 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
We have demonstrated the straightforward manner in which the realistic mean- 
square error criterion may be used with linear block coding and soft decision 
decoding. We assumed that the channel possesses a general additive property 
which many practical systems fulfill. The error criterion provides an explicit 
ordering on the error-correcting capabilities of the code. It allows a graceful 
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degradation i the decoded ata when the channel randomly exceeds the error- 
correcting performance l vel of the code. 
The basic model and its accompanying assumptions are very general and 
permit the use of all available statistical information from the receiver. The soft 
decision decoder is developed in the generalized frequency domain. The design 
procedure can require the evaluation of very complex functions but that aspect 
is performed once and powerful computational techniques may be used. The 
decoder has a filter type of structure and the decoder for a memoryless channel 
resembles a Yiterbi-type decoder. 
The results above were extended to the case where bit-by-bit  rules are 
designed to carry independent groups of data symbols in the same code word. 
The relative ordering among the groups as well as within the group may be 
established. Similar design procedures are applicable. 
We have not detailed all possible decoder configurations in this article. 
However one observation is in order. The basic decoder's operations involve 
normal arithmetic as opposed to the sometimes difficult computations in finite 
fields. The decoding algorithm can be programmed efficiently on standard 
computers; no special finite field computers need to be appended to the system. 
For the same reasons the newer semiconductor technology as affiliated with 
such devices as surface acoustic wave devices (SAW) and charge coupled devices 
(CCD) can be used to mechanize the decoder since the operations are now 
analog in nature. 
There are several directions for further work. The conditional density func- 
tions which describe the channel contain parameters that sometimes may be 
estimated in the receiver. These estimates may be incorporated in the decoding 
process. What enhancement in performance is possible is an open question. 
But the use of such statistics at the decoder usually cannot alter the encoding 
rule at the transmitter and there may be a limit to the beneficial effects from 
such parameter estimation. 
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